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Ultimate Explorer Field Guide: Night Sky
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Provides star maps, explains how to locate
and identify major stars and planets, and
offers advice on working with a telescope
Night Sky Quercus
On any clear night, the night
sky offers an ever-changing
display of fascinating objects,
visible to the naked eye:
stars, constellations, bright
planets, the moon, human-made
satellites, and sometimes even
meteor showers or the
International Space Station.
With gorgeous high-definition
imagery and a wealth of charts,
graphs, and infographics,
readers will find here what is
visible in the night sky at

various times of the year and
from what locations around the
world. They will learn what
additional objects they can see
with the help of telescopes,
binoculars, and sky maps. Also
featured are skywatching terms
and night sky observing tips.

Objects in the Heavens Night SkyA Field
Guide to the Constellations
David Dickinson, co-author of The Universe
Today Guide to Viewing the Cosmos, has
created the ultimate field guide for backyard
astronomers. Whether you want to impress
viewers at a star party, or learn what you can
see with your new telescope, David shows you
how to find the most impressive the night sky
has to offer. Backyard astronomy has become
more accessible through apps and technology,
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but they tend to be inaccurate and a source of
frustration when trying to find objects with your
telescope. With 44 sky charts and David’s
expertise, it’s like having a pro-astronomer out
in the field with you. Broken down by month
and by hemisphere to ensure you get the best
possible view, David shows you how to find
objects like spiral galaxies, the 14th brightest
star in the sky, and other stars that bring the
“wow factor” to astronomy.
Star & Planet Spotting Mountaineers Books
A field guide to the night sky, explaining through
text and maps how to locate and identify stars,
planets, meteors, comets, and constellations.
Find Adventure! Go Outside! Have Fun! Be a
Backyard Stargazer! Oxford University Press
Featuring stunning images, updated
observations and astrophysical descriptions,
this is ideal for observers in search of a new

challenge.
Night Sky Trafford Publishing
Provides a guide for beginning stargazers, including
sky maps and constellation charts, identification tips,
and space facts and jokes.
A Stargazing Program for Beginners Grosset &
Dunlap
An innovative guide filled with glow-in-the-dark
illustrations aids youngsters in locating more than
thirty stars and star groups
A Field Guide to the Constellations American
Traveler Press
Citizen science is the public involvement in the
discovery of new scientific knowledge. A citizen
science project can involve one person or
millions of people collaborating towards a
common goal. It is an approachable and inclusive
movement, making it an excellent option for
anyone looking for ways to get involved and
make a difference. The Field Guide to Citizen
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Science provides everything you need to get
started. You’ll learn what citizen science is, how
to succeed and stay motivated when you’re
participating in a project, and how the data is
used. The fifty included projects, ranging from
climate change to Alzheimer’s disease,
endangered species to space exploration, mean
sure-fire matches for your interests and time. Join
the citizen science brigade now, and start making
a real difference!
The Stargazer's Guide Cambridge University
Press
A field guide to help backyard explorers,
hikers, and nature lovers discover and identify
North America's diverse community of
reptiles and amphibians.
A Field Guide for Young Stargazers Franz Steiner
Verlag
What star is that? Where is the Great Bear? A Walk

through the Heavens is a beautiful and easy-to-use
guide to the constellations of the northern
hemisphere. By following the unique simplified maps,
readers will be able to easily find and identify the
constellations and the stars within them. Ancient
myths and legends of the sky are retold, adding to the
mystery of the stars. Written for the complete
beginner, this practical guide introduces the patterns
of the starry skies in a memorable way. No equipment
is needed, apart from normal sight and clear skies.
Wildflowers of North America Adventure
Publications
Complete reference guide presents all known
brighter northern deep-sky objects. Features
descriptive lists combined with detailed maps,
arranged by constellation; for both telescope
and binocular use.
Glow-In-The-Dark Constellations Golden Guides
from St. Martin's Press
Boxing's clolourful history is filled with chapters of
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high drama and simmering controversy. Many boxing
fans are familiar with the outcome of the most
memorable bouts, but few know the secrets
surrounding them. In 'The 12 Greatest Rounds of
Boxing', Ferdie Pacheco not only selects the dozen
best rounds ever fought, but reveals what went on
behind the scenes at these fights, from chicanery and
Mob influence to romantic liaisons and the zaniness
that seems to go hand in glove with boxing. Did
Muhammad Ali's 1965 'Phantom Punch' really knock
out Sonny Litson, or was Sonny simply too scared to
get off the canvas? With World War II looming, was
German heavyweight champoin warned by Adolf
Hitler to beat Joe Louis - or else? Did Jack Dempsey
have something illegal in his glove when he battered
Jess Willard into bloody submission in 1919? The
fascinating behind the scenes stories are related by
Pacheco and a renowned grup of boxing experts,
offering an intimate glimpse of boxing inimitable
characters and the often bizarre world they inhabit.
What We See in the Stars Springer

An extensively illustrated reference for beginner-level
stargazing enthusiasts covers basic principles without
using complicated scientific language, providing star
charts and tables that list key facts in an easy-to-
understand format. Original.
A Guide to the Essential Texts Viking
From the craters of the Moon to the far reaches of
Orion, The Stargazer's Handbook will enable you to
explore space without leaving the comforts of Earth.
All you need are a pair of binoculars and a clear night
sky to experience the wonders of the universe. This
book will take you on a journey through space,
beginning with our own moon and neighboring
planets before exploring the fascinating sights of deep
space-from hypergiant suns and stellar nurseries to
blazing nebulae and swirling galaxies. Each star,
planet, or constellation is fully illustrated and
accompanied by an annotated star map, as well as
close-up images that zoom in on areas of interest.
Featuring up-to-date information on the latest
scientific discoveries, monthly sky maps for both
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northern and southern hemispheres, history and
mythology of all 88 constellations and the rationale
behind the names of stars and constellations, The
Stargazer's Handbook will fully equip you with the
tools to navigate-and understand-the night sky.
Easy Field Guide to the Southwestern Night Sky
Turtleback
The Stargazer’s Guide is an accessible
astronomy guide to the history, science, and
myth of the night sky, perfect for anyone
entranced by the stars. Guiding readers through
what there is to see in the sky, why it’s
interesting, and how previous generations viewed
and interpreted it, expert stargazer Emily
Winterburn entertains and informs with this fun,
accessible, and appealing look at the beauty of the
heavens.
National Audubon Society First Field Guide
Springer
Stargazing is among the most peaceful and

inspiring outdoor activities. Night Sky, the award-
winning book by Jonathan Poppele, makes it
more fun than ever! Take a simple approach to
finding 62 constellations by focusing on one
constellation at a time, instead of attempting to
study dizzying charts. Start with the easy-to-find
constellations during each season and work
toward the more difficult ones. Better yet, you'll
learn how to locate any constellation in relation to
the Big Dipper, the North Star and the top of the
sky. With two ways to locate each constellation,
you'll know where in the sky to look and what to
look for! Along the way, you'll be introduced to
mythology, facts and tidbits, as well as details
about the planets, solar system and more! As an
added bonus, the book comes with a red-light
flashlight for night reading.
A Falcon Field Guide Firefly Books
Accurate information on size, appearance,
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habitat, and known ranges and full-color
illustrations constitute a guide to more than fifteen
hundred native and naturalized species.
The Stargazer's Handbook National Geographic
Sets out a simple month-by-month program to
reveal all of the night sky's biggest and most
beautiful secrets in just one year – and with only
a few hours of stargazing each month By investing
just an hour a week and $50 in binoculars, it’s
possible to learn a few simple techniques and
quickly gain a real insight into the night sky's ever-
changing patterns – and what they tell us about
Earth, the seasons and ourselves. Searching more
for a learned appreciation of nature and our exact
place within the cosmos than academic scientific
knowledge, science and travel writer Jamie Carter
takes the reader on a 12 month tour of the night
sky's incredible annual rhythms that say so much
about Earth. During the journey he learns about

the celestial mechanics at work in the skies above
that are – to the beginner – almost beyond
belief. As well as the vital constellations and
clusters, and the weird and wonderful nebulas, he
searches out “dark sky destinations” across the
globe that help increase knowledge and give a new
perspective on familiar night sky sights. On the
journey he witnesses a solar eclipse and grapples
with star-charts, binoculars, smartphone apps,
telescopes, spots satellites and attempts basic astro-
photography. By year's end, the reader will be able
to glance at the night sky from anywhere on the
planet and tell what direction he or she is facing,
what time it is, where all the planets are and even
where the Galactic Center Point is.
The Kids Book of the Night Sky Macmillan
This thoroughly revised and updated edition of
the international bestselling guide to the night sky
puts the universe at your fingertips, featuring
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more than 60 easy-to-read colour star charts that
map the heavens - month by month and season
by season - as different stars and constellations
come and go.- Easy to use and lavishly illustrated,
The Star Guide is expertly written by one of the
world's leading writers on astronomy and space.-
The high-quality planisphere is an invaluable tool
for following the stars and constellations visible
every hour of every night of the year.- Backing up
visual observations of the night sky, special
information sections provide essential reading to
help understand the nature of stars and galaxies
and what makes the universe tick.- Spectacular
new images taken by the Hubble Space Telescope
are the highlights of more than 150 full-colour
photographs that provide the stunning backdrop
to this unparalleled study of the night sky.
A Field Guide for Shooting after Dark Timber
Press

Constellations is a guide to the night sky that
focuses on these 88 distinctive patterns,
revealing their often intriguing stories�??their
origins, mythology, present-day significance,
and the multitude of wondrous objects they
contain. Complete with over 300 of the best
astronomical images ever captured, a
comprehensive introduction to the stars and
other celestial phenomena, and a series of
newly commissioned, state-of-the-art maps
showing the stars that are visible from
populated latitudes in both hemispheres
throughout the year, this magnificent guide
has all you need to know to become an expert
stargazer. Step outside on a clear night, and
the number of stars in the night sky can be
overwhelming. Take a pair of binoculars or a
small telescope with you, and a celestial vista
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of star clusters and clouds, knots of gas and
dust, nearby planets and distant galaxies is
revealed. Since ancient times, stargazers have
made sense of the night sky by grouping its
stars into constellations�??star patterns that
often have symbolic or mythological
meanings.
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